Abstract. The Warp co de, d evelo pe d for heavy -ion d riven iner tial fusion energy s t u dies, is u se d to m o d el high inte n sity ion (an d electro n) bea m s. Significant ca pa bility h a s bee n incor por a te d in War p, allowing n early all sectio n s of a n accelerator to be m o dele d, beginning with t he sou rce. Warp ha s a s its core a n explicit, t h ree -di me n sio nal, p a r ticle -in -cell m o del. Alongside t his is a rich se t of tools for d escribing t h e a p plied field s of t h e accelerator lattice, a n d e m be d de d con d uc ting s urfaces (which are ca p t u re d at s u b -grid resolu tio n). Also incor pora te d are m o dels with re d uce d di me nsionality: a n axisy m me t ric m o d el a n d a tra n sverse "slice" m o del. The code take s a dva ntage of m o de r n p rogra m ming tech niq ues, inclu ding o bject orie nta tion, p a r allelis m, a n d scripting (via Pytho n). It is a t t he forefro n t in t h e u se of t he co m p u ta tional tec hnique of a da p tive m e s h refine me n t, which ha s bee n p a r ticularly s uccessf ul in t h e area of diode a n d injector m o deling, bot h stea dy -st ate a n d timed e p e n de n t. In t he p r e se n ta tio n, so me of t he m ajor a s pects of War p will be overviewe d, especially t h o se t h a t co uld be u sef ul in m o d eling ECR so urces. Warp ha s bee n be nc h m a r ke d against bot h t heo ry a n d ex peri me n t. Recen t re sults will be p re se n te d s howing good agree me nt of War p with experi me n tal res ults fro m t he STS500 injector test s ta n d. Additional infor ma tion ca n be fou n d on t he web p age h t t p: / / hif.lbl.gov / t h eo ry /WARP_su m m a ry.ht ml.
INTRODUCTION
The Warp code was originally developed to model the high current, high brightness beams that are required heavy-ion driven inertial confinement fusion (HIF). [1, 2] HIF offers a path to fusion as an energy source. It relies on having ion beams focused down onto the small fusion target, driving it to ignition. In order to provide the required energy, the ion beams must be high current, but have low enough emittance (or temperature) to be focusable. These beams are "space -charge dominated" -the self-field effects are significantly larger than the thermal effects. The beams act as non -neutral plasmas. An ideal method to simulate these beams is the particle -in-cell (PIC) method from plasma physics. This method fills the phase -space with representative particles and couples them by solving Maxwell's equation on a grid.
The Warp code begins with the PIC method and extends it by incorporating a description of the applied fields of the accelerator lattice. The PIC method is implemented in axisymmetric mode, transverse slice mode, and in full 3-D mode. Due to the relatively low energy per nucleon of the beams in HIF, only an electrostatic, Poisson, solver has been implemented. The solver allows internal boundary conditions -extensive tools have been developed for their specification. The particle advance is 2 nd order leap -frog, and for the coupling to the grid, linear, or cloudin-cell interpolation is done. Multi-species can be modeled, such as multiple charge states and multiple ions. For electrons, an advanced integrator is being developed that allows large time -steps compared to the electron cyclotron frequency. [3] The lattice description allows a range of field descriptions, from uniform, pure multipole components, to axially varying, mixed components, to gridded field data.
The natural mode of operation of the PIC method (and thus of Warp) is to be timedependent, which is well suited for the modeling of space -charge dominated beams. A consequence is that the fields from the lattice are applied directly to the particles, rather than via mapping methods, as is usual in the modeling of emittance dominated beams.
WARP OVERVIEW
Combined in Warp are many different pieces that cover a wide variety of scenarios, covering various dimensionality, levels of problem description, and kinds of physics. All pieces of the code have been adapted to run in parallel -processing environment s.
Warp3D
The original package of Warp was the 3-D package, which models the beam in full three -dimensional physical space and threedimensional velocity space. The self-fields are calculated on a Cartesian mesh laid down in the frame of the beam. The mesh can move with the beam or remain static. In a bend, warped -Cartesian coordinates are used, which are cylindrical coordinates, with the angle theta replacing the axial coordinate z . A single mesh can contain areas with and without bends. In a bend, the coordinate system follows a defined physical centerline of the bend, which does not necessarily coincide with the trajectories of any particles (which depend only on applied and self fields). The coordinates of the particles, however, are stored relative to the warped coordinates -a particle which does follow the bend centerline will have x = 0.
A number of field solvers (Poisson solvers) are available. The first is an FFT based solver. Bends can be included by moving the curvature related terms to the right hand side, treating them as sources, and iterating to convergence. Simple internal boundaries can be included using the capacity matrix method.
For larger, more complicated conductors however, the matrix becomes very large and is costly to generate. For this reason, an iterative multigrid solver was developed. This solver can include arbitrary internal boundaries. At the internal boundaries, cut -cell or embedde d boundary conditions are used to maintain second order convergence of the solver. Extensive tools have been developed to specify the conductors, allowing combinations of basic geometric objects, such as cylinders and tori, and more complicated objects, such as those describable as surfaces of revolution. In bends, the curvature terms are directly included in the iteration. An adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) capability in threedimensions is in development. Two and fourfold transverse symmetries can be taken advantage of for efficiency.
The basic time advance for the Warp3D is fully time -dependent. Various approximations can be used to gain efficiencies, however. For example, "quasi time -dependence" can be used -the particle advance is fully time -dependent, but the selffield calculation is done only periodically. A further approximation is an iterative steadystate mode, where a single bunch of particles is tracked through the system, accumulating the charge density. The self-fields are recalculated with the accumulated density and the iteration repeated. This is a standard method in many gun codes. It can sometimes converge to a bi-stable state, however. The quasi time -dependent does not suffer from this problem.
WarpRZ
Beams can be modeled assuming axisymmetry -variation along the azimuth is ignored. Warp actually follows the particles in full 3-D space, but the charge density is mapped to and the self-fields mapped from the r-z plane. The Poisson solver uses the multigrid method, and includes internal boundaries using the same cut-cell methods as in the 3-D solver. The adaptive mesh refinement methods in the RZ solver are more developed. [4] 
WarpXY
The third model implemente d is a transverse slice model which effectively models a steady flow. A thin transverse slice of the beam is followed through the lattice, ignoring any z -dependence of the self-fields. Each time step, the particles are advanced to the same z position -they all have the same z -step size. The particles can have a variation in their axial velocity, and z -dependent and z -directed applied fields are included. Each particle has its own time -step size, which is adjusted inversely to the axial velocity to keep the z step size constant. Each step, as the axial velocity changes, the advance is iterated to update the time -step size of each particle. In bends, the slice moves in steps of the angle theta around the bend -particles at large x in the bend move further each step (the time -step size is adjusted accordingly). There are two Poisson solvers implemente d, an FFT based solver with optional capacity matrices, and a multigrid /AMR based solver.
The Lattice
The lattice description is used to set the applied fields and geometry of bends. The fields can be specified at several levels of description. Any elements can be overlapped. A further detailed description is to use fully tabulated field data. For magnetic fields, the three component s of the field are each specified in three -dimensional Cartesian grids. For electric fields, the potential is specified on a single three -dimensional grid, and finite differences are done on a per particle basis. In both cases, tri-linear interpolation is done between grid points. As with the other descriptions, in a bend, the grid follows the curvature.
For electrostatic elements, the fields can be applied by directly including the conductors as boundary conditions in the self-field calculation. For example, with interdigitated electric quadrupoles, the geometry as described via the lattice can be included. In a diode, the voltage drop can be modeled by including the anode and cathode plates.
The bend elements are different than the others since they are only specifying geometry -no fields are applied. For any elements that overlap a bend, the center of the element follows the curvature. Currently, Warp only supports bends in one plane, the z-x plane. Also, note that two bends can overlap each other. Figure 1 shows an example lattice that includes bends. 
Injection
A significant capability of Warp is its ability to model particle injection. Fixedcurrent, space -charge limited injection, and secondary emission can be modeled. Injection from a plasma source, using the standard approximation of electrons with the Boltzmann distribution, is in development. Unlike many gun codes that launch particles from a virtual surface in front of the true emission surface, Warp launches particles directly from the true emission surface. This offers several advantages: for sources immersed in a magnetic field, particles are advanced correctly in that field from birth; for time -dependent problems, particles can spend a significant time traversing the virtual region in front of the source, and in order to correctly model the head of the beam, the detailed motion in that region must be captured. As part of this, a capability was added to model this region using one -dimensional mesh refinement along lines normal to the emitting surface. The refinement is non -linear, following the Child-Langmuir density scaling. Refinement factors as high as 10,000 are used regularly [4] . 
Python interface
The user interface to Warp is the modern scripting language Python.
[6] This is a fully object oriented language that is well developed and is used extensively throughout the world. While the core of the code is written in modern Fortran, Python is the interface for data input, steering, and postprocessing. Python gives the user great control over the problem description and how the simulation is carried out. The authors of Warp do not have to foresee all possible modes of operation, diagnostics, postprocessing, etc. that the users may need. The users input file becomes the "main" routine. Python also gives interactive access, allowing such things as rapid problem setup and debugging, and interactive experimentation to help in aiding the understa nding of the problem of interest.
CONCLUSIONS
Warp was originally developed to study the high-current, high -brightness beams required for the HIF approach to fusion energy. It was designed to be flexible, including various degrees of approximation and dimensionality. Warp should work well for ECR ion sources. Complex conductor geometries can be modeled and bends included. Multiple species can be injected and followed. A plasma source model is in development. This covers much of the capability required for ECR source modeling.
